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Striving for Excellence
in the Social Sector
A Decade of Distinction

By Eric Schmall, CNPE Director of Consultation

DESCRIPTION
According to Eric Schmall, the author and the Director of Consultation
with CNPE, the book celebrates the exemplary achievements of non-profit
organizations in the Greater Louisville and Southern Indiana region during
the past decade as recognized by CNPE.
In the book, Schmall describes CNPE’s five award categories of Vision,
Leadership, Governance, Collaboration, and Diversity and reveals how these
key characteristics are vital to creating a vibrant, successful social sector.
As told through some fifty stories, Schmall offers compelling insight on the
abiding importance of these characteristics and how they will shape mission
success in the coming decade. The book describes these principles and
examines the award-winning organizations that have been recognized for
achieving outstanding achievement for their constituents.
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This book is a culmination of ten years of critical evaluation by CNPE to find
and recognize the very best non-profits that embody and actualize these
core principles. These principles are applicable to any great organization;
the award winners highlighted in the book perform good and necessary
work in our community and make them very special organizations.

AUTHOR/CONTRIBUTORS
AUTHOR: Eric Schmall, Director of Consultation at the Center for
Nonprofit Excellence (CNPE), Louisville, Kentucky
CNPE provides the greater Louisville region, which has more than 1,600
non-profits, with a central point of access to information, best practices,
professional development, and hands-on consultation to help the social
sector reach its individual and collective aspirations. Established in 1999,
CNPE’s mission is to serve the social sector’s quest for excellence through
education, consultation, and network advocacy.
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